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Abstract - An enterprise resource planning system is an

information system and it is the recent solution of information
technology. Now a day’s enterprise resource planning system
offers many benefits to the manufacturing and construction
industries. These enterprise resource planning system are
integrate various business functions. ERP is a general working
platform for an enterprise with single common database and
the information sharing and efficient communications can be
achieved by the ERP systems between all management
functions. This paper briefs the ERP technology, its origin,
factors for ERP implementation, and analyzing the critical
success factors of ERP systems. However enterprise resource
planning systems present a set of unique challenges in
construction industry. The successful model of ERP system is to
help senior managers to make better decisions when
considering their organization..
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presents the ERP technology, origin, and critical success
factors for construction industries based on interview and
literature review.
1.1 ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
An enterprise resource planning system is a fully integrated
business management system covering functional areas of an
enterprise like planning, design, logistics, production,
finance, accounting and human resources. It organizes and
integrates operation process and information flows to make
optimum uses of resources such as men, material, machine,
and money. ERP provides an integrated view of core
business process often in real time, using common databases
maintained by database management system. ERP systems
track business resource cash, raw materials, production
capacity and the status of commitments like orders,
purchase orders, and payroll. This system shares the data
across the various departments that provide the data.
1.2 EVOLUTION OF ERP

1. INTRODUCTION
Enterprise Resource Planning systems are business
management system used to provide information for
strategy, operations, management analysis and decision
making functions in construction management. In the
modern world, construction industry is one of the largest
contributors to the economy and it is considered to highly
fragmental, inefficient and geographically dispersed
industries. Generally the construction industry has been
faced with the problem of meeting project schedule, budget,
and specifications set by the owner and architect/engineer.
This is the pressure on companies to lower the total cost in
the entire supply chain, as the business world moves to
accomplish their objectives, companies are increasingly
turning to enterprise resource planning systems. These
systems provide advantages that do not exist in nonintegrated departmental system. The C-ERP system
integrates the business management functions including
planning, design, engineering, procurement, logistics,
construction, operations and maintenance. The review of
critical success factors for ERP implementation will be
different from other industries. Therefore this paper
© 2016, IRJET

In the construction business environment have been
introduced some applications and planning systems for
management purpose like cost control, business
requirements and decision making. Some of the information
systems are following, management information systems,
integrated information systems, executive information
systems, corporate information systems, enterprise wide
systems, material resource planning, manufacturing
resource planning, money resource planning. Enterprise
resource planning systems has derived from the system of
manufacturing resource planning.
1.3 BENEFITS OF ERP
If they are considering the enterprise resource planning
systems in their construction the following are some of the
benefits achieved by ERP systems,


Account payable and receivable and thereby
boosting their productivity and eliminating their
reliance.



To reduce paper documents for entering and
retrieving information.
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It improves timeliness of information sharing.



The greater accuracy of information shared with
detailed content, better presentation, satisfactory
for the auditors.



Improved cost control.



Faster response on entire business functions of
construction management.



Better monitoring of project and quicker resolution
of queries.



The real time information sharing to change in
business operations and market conditions.



It helps to achieve competitive advantage by
improving its business process.



Improves supply demand linkage with remote
locations and branches in different countries.



It provides a unified customer database usable by
all applications.

ERP improves information access and management
throughout the enterprise.

between all management functions in a single common
database. It is very helpful to project managers to make
better decisions in project management.
According to bingi et al (2000) analyzed the concept of ERP
is a complex multimodal software application which tries to
integrates all the process of the company, having as a
purpose it’s perfection and growth in efficiency. From a
functional point of view, an ERP integrates all enterprise and
management functions. According to Xu and Ahamed et al
(2006) information availability, accuracy, and timelines are
crucial factors in the decision making process, which will
result in better decision making, increase managerial
benefits, minimize errors and increase productivity.

3. METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION
Now a day, the modern construction industry involves
some recent trends to be adopted in the building of their
facility. Working of each project is unique depending on size,
nature and complexity of the project. A information sharing
cannot be same among the project participants in the
construction projects in the world. So that the information
can be shared in a real time updates between the
management functions using ERP systems.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature search was performed to identify and choose to
study and review critical factors of ERP implementations.
There are various streams of research that have been taken
by researchers while exploring ERP systems
implementation. Some of these streams include
implementation of ERP, ERP optimization, ERP software,
ERP for supply chain management, case studies, ERP success
models, factors research which involves identifying the
factors or variables that are critical for implementing the
ERP systems, process research on critical success factors of
ERP systems.
According to Lee et al (2004) the construction industry has
been criticized for its underperformance due to the lack of
performance
measurements,
project
monitoring
productivity, cost effectiveness, safety, and sustainability.
According to Chung et al (2007) even though the use of ERP
systems is growing and becoming more popular, these
systems are still somewhat unfamiliar in the construction
industry. So this study contributes to the state of knowledge
of ERP systems selection for construction industry and will
greatly help the managers from these companies to make
better decisions when selecting ERP systems.

2.1 ERP ADOPTION IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
There are lot of potential of using ERP in each and every
phases of the construction life cycle project from based on
literature reviews. It has the effective communications
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3.1 ERP SYSTEM FEATURES
After examination of ERP from Indian AEC firms, the
development of major features of ERP and ERP can do for the
management system are, ERP acts strategic and business
planning activities, operational planning and execution
activities, creation of materials and resources. It provides
complete integration of systems not only across departments
but also across companies under the same management. It
covers all functional areas like manufacturing, payables,
receivables, inventory, accounts, human resource, and
purchase. ERP system is project oriented and should be able
to manage ongoing projects with the ability of reporting and
providing progress status, cost status, profitability, and
potential problems such as falling, behind schedule and
overrunning cost. An integrated ERP system performs front
and back office functions. Those functions interact with each
other in making decisions for ongoing projects and it is
parallel and distributed technology in order to support
multiple management applications or requests.
Scalability is a common requirement for all ERP systems;
it must be able to facilitate the strategic development of a
company for many years to come. An open and expandable
architecture allows a company to tailor its needed
applications to fit its business needs. Remote accessibility
enables project managers and other personnel to remotely
access central information, which may be hundreds or
thousands of miles away from the head office. It is reliable
and robust and this is a common feature required for all
decision - supporting systems. ERP eliminates most business
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problems like material shortage, productivity enhancement,
customer service, cash management, inventory problems,
quality problems, prompt delivery etc. ERP provides
intelligent business tools like decision support system,
executive information systems, data mining, and easy
working systems to enable better decisions.

Project billing and costing
Change order management
Human Resource Management
Pay roll
Personnel planning
Manpower allocation

3.2 INFLUENCE OF ERP IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
LIFE CYCLE

HR time accounting
Travel expenses

The enterprise resource planning systems are involved in the
each phases of construction project life cycle.

Financial Accounting
Accounts receivables and payables

Project Planning

General ledger

Cost estimation

Asset accounting

Schedule plan

Cash management

Project budgeting

Standard and period related costing

Activity and resource planning

Profitability analysis

Risk management

Closing

Detail scheduling

Commissioning

Quantity take-off

Hand over

Engineering
Document and drawing management
Specifications, manuals and document development
Constructability review

3.3 PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS
In a construction industry information systems are essential.
The following figures, figure 3.1 and 3.2 show the information
exchange between the project participants throughout the
project life cycle.

Collaboration
Execution
Capture daily progress
Review and approve
Update inventory and resources

3.3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF STREAM LINE PROCESS

Compute total work completed
Compute payments
Procurement
Resource management
Request for quotation and awarding
Sub contracting and purchase orders
Equipment management
Equipment maintenance
Materials management
Project Control
Site management

Fig -1: Streamline process

Quality management
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3.3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ERP SYSTEM PROCESS

ERP implementation requires a critical mass of knowledge to
enable people to solve problems within the framework of the
system. If the employees do not understand how a system
works, they will invent their own processes using those
parts of the system they are able to manipulate.
6. Multi-sites consideration
Multi-sites implementations present special concerns. That
implementation may be undertaken in order to provide the
remote sites with capabilities that allow them to fine tune
their processes to their unique situations.
7. Performance measures
The performance measures should indicate how the system
is performing and the measures must also be designed so as
to encourage the desired behaviors by all functions and
individuals project evaluation measures must be included
from the beginning.

3.4 SUCCESS FACTORS OF ERP SYSTEMS
Fig -2: ERP process

3.3 CRITICAL FACTORS
IMPLEMEMNTATION

FOR

ERP

SYSTEM

Project success is evaluated in terms of time, quality of work,
scope of the project and budget of the project as usual
project management. The success factors of ERP systems are
following,
1. Project related variables

1. Clear understanding of strategic management
ERP implementation requires the organization vision of how
the company operates in order to satisfy customers,
empower employees, and facilitate suppliers. There must be
clear definition of goals expectations and deliverables.
2. Organizational change management
ERP implementing involves reengineering the existing
business processes to the best business process standard.
The company’s culture, structure and process are the factors
considered in the organizational management. Management
should answer every employee question and held companywide meetings to make the strategy.
3. Top management support
The top management support as a necessary ingredient in
successful ERP implementation because successful
implementation require strong leadership, commitment, and
participation by top management. An executive management
planning committee is committed to enterprise integration,
analyzing and rethinking existing business process and costs.
4. Data accuracy
Data accuracy is absolutely required for an ERP system to
function properly. Because of the integrated nature of ERP, if
someone enters the wrong data the mistake can have the
negative domino effect throughout the entire enterprise
information system.

a) Top management support
The top management support, planning, training and team
contributions are respondents ERP implementation projects.
Those factors are derived that impact the ERP project
success.
b) Software selection
The importance of software capabilities and needs are
mismatched with company business processes, this can lead
the implementation to failure.
c) Consultant support
The consultant support is one of the success and failure
factors in ERP system implementation. The degree of the
consultant capability and consultant support during the ERP
system implementation projects is a major factor.
d) Information system area participation
Information system should be included in the ERP system
implementations. This factor should be matched with the
company’s essential business functions. The information
system area participation is to evaluate how well the
functions of their ERP system are defined and how well these
are matched with their company’s necessary business
functions.

5. Training
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2. User related variables
a) Output quality
Output quality can be referred to as how well the system
performs tasks matching the user’s job goal. The output
quality of the ERP system is high and no problem with the
output quality.
b) Job relevance
Job relevance is defined as an individual’s perception
regarding the system is applicable to him or his job. In a
project, every individual said the usage of the ERP system is
important and relevant.

origin, factors for successful ERP implementation and the
critical success factors of ERP systems. The interviews of
Construction Company implementing the ERP systems are
made through summary and discussion of the successful ERP
implementation. The ERP success model will be helpful for
the construction industry executives and decision makers to
have a better understanding in regard to the success of ERP
system implementation. Organizations can develop their
company by using the success model of ERP system
implementation.
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